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Abstract. Layout design and wake steering through wind plant control are each important and complex components in the

design and operation of modern wind plants. They are currently optimized separately, but as more and more wind plants

implement wake steering as their primary form of operation, there are increasing needs from industry and regulating bodies

to combine the layout and control optimization in a co-design process. However, combining these two optimization problems

is currently infeasible due to the excessive number of design variables and the very large solution space. In this paper we5

present a revolutionary method that enables the coupled optimization of wind plant layout and wake steering with no additional

computational expense than a traditional layout optimization. This is accomplished through the development of a geometric

relationship between turbines to find an approximate optimal yaw angle, bypassing the need for either a nested or coupled

wind plant control optimization. The method we present in this paper provides a significant and immediate improvement to

wind plant design by enabling the co-design of turbine layout and yaw control for wake steering. A small co-designed plant10

shown in this paper produces 0.8% more energy than its sequentially designed counterpart, and we expect larger comparative

gains for larger plants with more turbines. This additional energy production comes with no additional infrastructure, turbine

hardware, or control software; it is a free consequence of optimizing the turbine layout and yaw control together, resulting in

millions of dollars of additional revenue for the wind plants of the future.

1 Introduction15

The design and layout of wind turbines within a wind plant is a highly complex problem where the wind plant developer

must weigh numerous competing goals and constraints against each other. An example objective is maximizing the expected

energy production of the plant while minimizing the cost to build. The problem also includes constraints on layouts which

could include specified boundaries, turbine spacing requirements, grids or other layout regularity, setback from shipping lanes

or structures, and sea floor or terrain based constraints.20

Predicting the impact of wind turbine wakes on total wind plant production plays a key role in wind plant design. Within a

wind plant, wind turbines interact with each other through the wakes that they produce while extracting energy from the passing

flow (Sanderse et al., 2011). These wakes have reduced wind speed which limits the energy that is available to downstream

turbines in the plant; additionally, these wakes have higher turbulence than the ambient flow which increases loads and is

detrimental for structural reliability. Negative wake impacts can be mitigated in a wind plant’s design phase, as well as during25

plant operation.
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The primary way to minimize wake interactions during the plant design stage is through turbine layout optimization, often

referred to as micrositing, which is an important step for both offshore and onshore wind plants (Hou et al., 2019; Balasub-

ramanian et al., 2020). Through layout optimization, wake interactions can be minimized for the wind resource, atmospheric

conditions, turbine design, and constraints unique to a specific site. As was already alluded to, wind plant layout optimization30

is a notoriously challenging problem because of the large number of interacting variables, complexity of the required models,

and the complexity of the design space.

During operation, plant control can be used to reduce wake interactions. One plant-level control strategy is yaw misalign-

ment for wake steering. A wind turbine whose yaw angle is misaligned with the incoming wind will produce a wake that is

deflected compared to an unyawed turbine. This phenomenon can be exploited to intentionally steer wakes away from down-35

stream turbines in the wind plant. Although a turbine with some yaw misalignment to the incoming wind will suffer reduced

power production and increased loading, the benefits of wake steering can result in a net improvement for the entire plant.

This has been demonstrated with several different fidelities of wind plant simulations (Jiménez et al., 2010; Gebraad et al.,

2017; Martínez-Tossas et al., 2021) as well as with wind tunnel experiments (Campagnolo et al., 2020). Because of these

promising simulations and experiments, wake steering is seeing increased momentum toward growing adoption at existing40

sites. There have now been several demonstrations of wake steering implemented at commercial wind plants (Fleming et al.,

2017, 2019, 2020; Simley et al., 2021; Howland et al., 2022). There have also been several announcements of commercial

implementations of wind plant control, either provided by the wind turbine original equipment manufacturers or consultants.

An enormous opportunity for improved wind plant performance presents itself by simultaneously optimizing wind plant

layout and turbine yaw angles. Generally this process is called control co-design, which means to account for aspects of45

system control throughout the entire design process (Garcia-Sanz, 2019). Specifically, control co-design can be leveraged to

maximize the capture of spatially varying wind resources, such as offshore sites with wind speed correlated to the distance from

shore, or complex terrain where higher wind speeds can exist on higher elevation topologies. Control co-design would allow the

potential for wake loss mitigation in the layout process. Control co-design can also optimally make use of the available space in

lease areas where lease fees are significant, or reduce installation costs by condensing turbines into shallower offshore regions.50

Coupled with other design parameters and constraints, the possible benefits of control co-design are numerous. Currently, this

possibility is severely limited in wind plants by the large number of design variables required to fully couple wind plant layout

and yaw control optimization. In its most basic formulation, optimizing wind plant layout and yaw angles requires two design

variables for every turbine (one for both the x and y coordinate), and one design variable per turbine per wind condition for

the yaw angles. For an average sized wind plant (∼ tens of turbines), the fully coupled problem can easily reach thousands or55

tens of thousands of coupled design variables. These optimizations scale very poorly as the number of wind turbines increases,

as shown in Fig. 1.

In practice, this description of the scaling issue of the fully-coupled optimization understates the problem, as real-world wind

plant design must include many further design constraints, some of which were already mentioned. Additionally, in practice,

wind plant layout optimization is an optimization performed over an already-existing developer-specific tool chain. This makes60
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Figure 1. The time to solve the coupled wind turbine layout and yaw control optimization problem as a function of the number of turbines.

These optimizations were performed with the gradient-based optimizer SNOPT, with the 24 wind direction bins.

co-design of the layout and yaw control even more prohibitive because practical implementation requires a control optimization

nested within the existing plant optimization.

In this paper, we present a novel method to determine yaw angles for wake steering that will revolutionize wind plant

optimization. This new method defines turbine yaw angles deterministically from the layout of a wind plant. Having the yaw

angles implicitly defined by the turbine layout enables the fully coupled optimization of wind plant layout and turbine yaw65

angles for wake steering with no additional design variables than the isolated wind plant layout optimization problem. A

small example plant presented later in this paper produced 0.8% more energy when the layout and yaw angles were optimized

together compared to when the layout and yaw angles were optimized sequentially. To put this in perspective, 1 MW of wind

capacity generates annual revenue on the order of $100,000. Therefore, a 0.8% increase in performance equates to an additional

$800 per MW, or $800,000 per GW each year. This coupled, yet efficient optimization is frequently being requested by industry70

and is extremely relevant for the next generation of offshore and onshore wind plants for which it will be important to maximize

the wind generation in a limited space. Expensive and limited lease areas (Friedman), increasingly strict siting regulations (Mai

et al., 2021), and improved technology enabling larger turbines (Enevoldsen and Xydis, 2019) will drive the wind plants of

the future to have turbines packed close together relative to the rotor diameter. This marked improvement in wind plant design

can have significant implications in near-term renewable energy policy and wind deployment throughout the world, helping75

accelerate deployment and reach near- and mid-term wind energy goals.

2 Geometric Yaw Relationship

When optimizing the yaw offset angles in a wind plant, there are many different combinations of turbine yaw angles that result

in almost identical plant performance. We determined that a sufficiently-optimal yaw angle for any individual wind turbine can

be calculated as a function of the streamwise and cross-stream distance to its nearest downstream waked turbine, as shown in80

Figures 2A and 2B. Figure 2A shows a group of 5 turbines with the wind coming from the left. To determine the yaw angle
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of the yellow turbine using our geometric yaw relationship, it is necessary to calculate the streamwise distance (dx) and the

cross-stream distance (dy) to the nearest waked turbine shown in purple. The black circles represent the other turbines in this

cluster. Notice that there are two turbines closer to the yellow turbine, but these are not waked and therefore do not affect the

yaw angle of the yellow turbine. To determine if a turbine was waked, we assumed a wake radius rwake = 0.1x+ rturbine, where85

rwake is the radius of the wake, x is the streamwise distance downstream of the waking turbine, and rturbine is the radius of the

waking turbine. Figure 2B shows the same group of five turbines, but with the wind coming from the upper left corner. For this

wind direction, the nearest waked turbine is different than in 2A.

To understand the relationship between optimal turbine yaw angles and their position relative to the nearest downstream

waked turbine, we optimized the yaw for many different wind plants, including randomly generated layouts with different90

numbers of turbines, average turbine spacings, and wind speeds, as well as regular grid layouts with different numbers of rows

and columns, turbine spacings, grid rotations, and wind speeds. These yaw angles were optimized with the gradient-based

optimizer SNOPT (Gill et al., 2005, 2018), with the objective to maximize plant power modeled with FLORIS (National Re-

newable Energy Laboratory, 2022), a controls-focused wind plant simulation software incorporating steady-state engineering

wake models with wake deflection modeling capabilities. The result was over 100,000 optimized turbine yaw angles. Figure 2C95

shows these optimal yaw angles as a function of position of the yawed turbine relative to its nearest waked downstream turbine,

normalized by the turbine rotor diameter. A single point in this figure represents the yaw angle of a single turbine, represented

by the color, as a function of the distance to the nearest downstream waked turbine, indicated by the point’s position on the plot.

A clear pattern emerges from Figure 2C. There is a divide between positive and negative yaw angles depending on whether

the cross-stream distance to the nearest waked turbine is positive or negative. Additionally we can see that the turbine is only100

yawed if the cross-stream distance to the nearest downstream waked turbine is around one rotor diameter or less. Outside of

that range, for the most part the upstream turbine has an optimized yaw angle near zero. Observing this pattern, we created the

geometric yaw relationship shown in 2D, which can be used to instantly determine a near-optimal yaw angle for a wind turbine

as a function of its location relative to the turbines around it. The specific relationship is a 1-dimensional gradient starting at

the upstream turbine with a value of 30 degrees, and linearly decreasing to 0 degrees at 25 rotor diameters downstream. The105

sign of the yaw angle is determined by the lateral placement of the downstream turbine, as shown in 2D.

3 Results

In this section, we present two examples of implementations of geometric yaw in the wind plant layout optimization prob-

lem. Like many other scenarios, the scenarios presented in this paper perform better and look significantly different when the

layout and yaw control are optimized together. Additionally, the use of our geometric yaw relationship during turbine layout110

optimization allowed these examples to be run on laptop machine on a single processor, which is infeasible with currently ex-

isting methods. Note that we don’t compare computational time between the layout-only and layout-plus-control optimization.

The time required to compute the necessary geometries is negligible compared to the full objective function, meaning that

the difference in computation time between layouts optimized with and without geometric yaw is trivial. For each example
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Figure 2. A description of the geometric yaw relationship presented in this paper. Figures 2A and 2B show how the streamwise (dx) and

cross-stream (dy) distances to the nearest downstream waked turbine are defined for two different wind directions. Figure 2C shows the

optimized yaw angles for over 100,000 individual turbines optimized continuously in a variety of wind plants with different numbers of

turbines, layouts, turbine spacings, and wind speeds. These yaw angles are shown as a function of the streamwise and cross-stream distance

to the nearest downstream waked turbine of the yawed turbine. Figure 2D shows the geometric yaw relationship that we defined through

observation of the pattern that emerges in Figure 2C, which can be used to immediately determine a near-optimal yaw angle of any turbine

in a wind plant.
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in this section we used the scipy (Virtanen et al., 2020) SLSQP gradient-based optimzer within the pyOptSparse optimization115

framework (Wu et al., 2020). To model the plant performance, we used FLORIS 3.1 as was discussed previously. For both

of the examples we compare two different wind plant layouts and how they perform. The first is a layout that was optimized

assuming no yaw control. After the layout was optimized, the turbine locations were fixed and the yaw angles were optimized

continuously to determine the final plant performance. The second layout was optimized using our geometric yaw relationship

to define the yaw angles during the layout optimization. After the layout was optimized and fixed, one final continuous yaw120

optimization was performed to determine the final yaw angles and plant performance.

3.1 One-Dimensional Plant

The first example we present is a simple one-dimensional wind plant. Although this problem would not occur in the real world,

it is valuable to demonstrate the power of coupled layout and yaw optimization. In this example, 16 turbines were arranged

in a straight line with constant wind in-line with the row of turbines. The objective was to maximize the power density of125

the array, which for these purposes was defined as the total power divided by the length of the row of turbines. The spacings

between adjacent turbines were the design variables during the layout optimization, meaning that there were a total of 15 design

variables (the number of turbines minus one). Figure 3 shows the results of this optimization. Figures 3A.1 and 3A.2 show the

layout that was optimized assuming no yaw control, while Figures 3B.1 and 3B.2 show the layout that was optimized using

the geometric yaw relationship. Figures 3A.1 and 3B.1 show the plant and performance for each optimized layout without yaw130

control. Figures 3A.2 and 3B.2 show these same layouts, but with the final optimized yaw angles.

This example clearly demonstrates two important principles. First, the layout optimized without wake steering, which has

the turbines spaced relatively far apart (Figures 3A.1 and 3A.2) is very different than the layout optimized with wake steering,

which has the turbines much closer together (Figures 3B.1 and 3B.2). Visually we can see that the difference between the

layouts is significant, indicating that including wake steering during the layout optimization will lead to a different solution.135

Second, the layout optimized with geometric yaw outperforms the layout optimized without geometric yaw by over 7% when

the plant is operated with wake steering (Figure 3B.2 compared to Figure 3A.2). However, when the plant is operated without

yaw control, the layout optimized without geometric yaw outperforms the one optimized with geometric yaw by 2.6% (Figure

3A.1 compared to Figure 3B.1). From this observation, we can conclude that the layout should be optimized with the yaw

control scheme that will be used during plant operation. Plants that will be operated with wake steering will benefit greatly140

from optimizing the turbine layout with geometric yaw.

3.2 Gaussian Hill Spatially Varying Inflow

The second example is a more realistic two-dimensional layout optimization with a full distribution of wind directions and

spatially varying freestream wind speeds across the domain. In this example we optimized the layout of a wind plant with

sixteen turbines, with the objective to maximize the annual energy production (AEP) of the plant. The turbines were constrained145

within a 2-by-2 kilometer square, and had a minimum spacing constraint of 2 turbine rotor diameters. We used a bimodal wind

rose shown in Figure 4A divided into 72 discrete bins. From each wind direction we assumed a constant wind speed, indicated
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Figure 3. A simple one-dimensional optimization of a 16 turbine wind plant comparing the performance of the layout optimized without yaw

control and the layout optimized with geometric yaw. Figures 3A.1 and 3A.2 show the layout that was optimized assuming no yaw control.

Figures 3B.1 and 3B.2 show the layout that was optimized using the geometric yaw relationship. Figures 3A.1 and 3B.1 show the plant and

performance for each optimized layout without yaw control. Figures 3A.2 and 3B.2 show these same layouts, but with the final optimized

yaw angles.

by the color bar in Figure 4A. In addition to the full wind rose, we assumed there was a spatially varying wind speed throughout

the domain for each wind direction. This was accomplished by applying a Gaussian wind speed multiplier to the domain with

a standard deviation of 600 meters in each direction, which provided a maximum wind speed increase in the wind speed150

multiplier of 0.4 at the origin. This wind speed variation was meant to approximately simulate the spatial variation in wind

speeds caused by a hill, including the speedup and wind shadow regions, so we also applied a penalty behind the hill to

capture the wind shadow. This was done by applying a second Gaussian distribution 400 meters directly behind the origin in

line with the wind direction. This negative Gaussian distribution again had a standard deviation of 600 meters and provided a

maximum decrease in the wind speed multiplier of 0.2. The interaction of these two Gaussian distribution is a maximum wind155

speed multiplier of about 1.25 and a minimum slightly less than 1.0. The resultant wind speed multiplier distribution for wind

coming directly from the left is shown in Figure 4B (note that this only visualizes the speedup/slowdown for one direction; the

location of the highest speedup and the wind shadow change with the wind direction).

With the scenario fully defined, we optimized the plant layout both while assuming no yaw control and while using the

geometric yaw relationship. Because of the large amount of local minima known to exist in the wind plant layout optimization160

problem, and because gradient-based optimizers are known to converge to local minima without full exploration of the design

space, we randomly initialized 50 turbine layouts and performed each optimization (without yaw and with geometric yaw) from
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Figure 4. A turbine layout optimization of a 16 turbine wind plant comparing the performance of the layout optimized without yaw control

and the layout optimized with geometric yaw. In this figure, there is a spatially varying wind speed multiplier applied over the domain. Figure

4A shows the wind probability rose used in this optimization. The wind directions were divided into 72 5-degree bins, with directionally

averaged wind speeds indicated by the color bar. Figure 4B shows the Gaussian wind speed multiplier applied to the domain for one wind

direction (from the left). In our simulation, the wind shadow rotated behind the Gaussian peak for each wind direction. Figures 4C and 4D

show the optimal turbine layouts, and optimal turbine yaw angles and flow fields for the dominant wind direction. Figure 4C shows the layout

optimized without yaw, and Figure 4D shows the layout optimized with geometric yaw.
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each of the 50 starting layouts. The best-performing layout from each method was selected as the final plant layout, to which

one final yaw control optimization was performed to evaluate the final plant performance. With currently existing methods,

this coupled turbine layout and yaw angle optimization problem would have needed 1,184 fully coupled design variables, two165

variables for each wind turbine to define the locations and one variable per turbine for each of the 72 wind directions to define

the yaw angles. With our geometric yaw relationship we reduced that down to just 32 variables, the N×2 required for each

turbine to define the layout, which allowed us to perform the optimization on our local machine with finite-difference gradients.

The layout optimized with geometric yaw produced 0.8% higher AEP that the layout optimized without yaw. As previously

discussed, because wind plants are enormous investments, a performance gain around 0.8% can easily equate to hundreds of170

thousands or millions of dollars annually depending on the plant capacity. This particular performance improvement is even

more impressive in that it does not require any additional parts or technology, it simply involves building the turbines in better

locations which were not found before this geometric yaw relationship. The optimized turbine locations, and the associated

yaw angles and flow field for the dominant wind direction are shown in Figures 4C and 4D. Figure 4C shows the layout that

was optimized without turbine yaw, and Figure 4 shows the layout that was optimized with the geometric yaw relationship. In175

these figures the wind plant boundary is represented by the orange squares, which appear rotated because the dominant wind

direction is from 260 degrees, and the wind in this image is displayed coming from the left. Notice the extremely different

layouts obtained with the two different optimization methods. Because the layout in Figure 4D was optimized with geometric

yaw, the optimizer was able to place turbines closer together near the peak in the Gaussian wind speed multiplier, taking

advantage of the wake steering to reduce wake interactions between nearby turbines. On the other hand, the layout in Figure180

4C was optimized without yaw. This meant that the optimizer did not take as much advantage of the wind speed multiplier, and

instead opted to spread turbines perpendicular to the dominant wind direction as displayed in the figure. This more complex

example reiterates the conclusions found in the one-dimensional example, that optimizing the layout concurrently with wake

steering leads to different optimal layouts and significant performance improvements.

4 Conclusions185

In this paper, we presented a geometric yaw relationship that can be used to determine sufficiently-optimal turbine yaw angles

for wake steering as a function of the layout of the wind wind plant. This method, or any improvement on the specific rela-

tionship presented in this paper, can be used to solve the coupled wind plant layout and yaw control optimization problem in

a computationally efficient manner, and can find layouts that perform significantly better than layouts that are optimized with-

out yaw. In Section 3.2, using geometric yaw we obtained a plant layout that performed 0.8% better than a layout optimized190

assuming no yaw, with no difference in the number of function calls or computation time required to optimize. In itself, 0.8%

is already a non-negligible improvement in plant performance, however we expect much higher improvements in larger plants

which have more wake interactions. The geometric yaw relationship presented in this paper enables fully coupled wind plant

layout and yaw control optimization with no added expense compared to the regular wind plant layout optimization problem,

and can revolutionize how wind plant layout optimization is approached by researchers and wind plant developers alike.195
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